North Haven Yacht Club
Newsletter
May 2020

Part One
With club news scarce during the coronavirus lockdown and,
of course, absolutely no socials to report on, here is the first
instalment of a Don Small’s history of the club, written to
commemorate the 40th anniversary of the club in 2005 and
kindly shared by Dave Segal.
The Editor
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A Mooring Expedition
By Jack Horder
Many moons ago, when N H Lake had just graduated from a puddle, the Exec. Committee in
their wisdom were desirous of a trot mooring. Now it fell to this person, with apparently
more muscle than, brain, who agreed to carry out the task of collecting the various materials
and organise the laying of same. After listening to many evening weather forecasts, and
many false alarms, a determined start was expected one crisp day early in January. The
minimum of customers were contacted that evening. A start was made to complete this work
in minimum time next morning, and return home to tell of the necessity of working for the
Club, rather than for feeding the kids.
Trailer connected, tools sorted, ropes and pulley prepared, petrol in car, set off for over
the seas.
A stop made at the Sandbanks ferry office to confirm with Mr Goslin? that the purchase of
chain had been satisfactorily dealt with and that I may travel to collect one section of 55'
length of the 10" pitch x 1¼” thick ferry chain, one of ten the Club had purchased just prior to
all of it being commandeered by the Harbour Board for oil pollution control.
Having obtained permission, car and trailer to Shell Bay, tape measure to work and to
hacksaw the chain. (Cut the links offset for further use). Move trailer away from car, attach
chain to car and make large "Nessie " design. Load chain to trailer and wish it had a winch.
For every link loaded into trailer three had to be moved into position like a rag worm. Having
moved approx. 14 - 15 cwt. about 3 times, I gratefully retired to the car for the return journey
and a rest. This was not really long enough however as at the pier head it had to be
unloaded. Back up trailer to the then small wall, give the end of chain several good shoves,
start the snake rolling and stand well back.
Fresh ideas were now needed as the chain was required to be stored along side the pier and
not in a heap at the end. A large yellow pulley was attached to one pole of the pier and a
rope through it to the chain and car. It then required careful timing to drive directly across
the road (pre-island) towing the rope and flaking out the chain parallel to the pier. When the
front of the car, was 6” away from the stone housing the water tap on the edge of the car
park, it was judged to be in the correct place.
Transferred rope and pulley to the stone and then head for home, dirty, tired and in
need of a change of clothes.
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This sequence was carried out sometimes twice a day if weather and loading went well, and
not too many interruptions. (Enquiries like "Wot you doin’ mate?) until ten lengths were
safely delivered. It now being March the Committee were enquiring when? They were told !!
There was still a lot of heavy transporting to be done, 30 - 1" Whit Hex bolts and nuts, 30 –
1¼” nuts collected from J R Smith's at Lake Shore, and these had to be matched and welded
to the links retrieved from the cutting operation. 
After the successful operation of electric welding (by a Club member in Alder Road,
Parkstone), collection was made and 3/16 ” hole drilled right through 1" nut and bolt to
convert the blob of iron into a massive shackle.
Fluke anchors had been suggested but were priced above our resources, to secure each
end of the line, so two round ferry roller wheels were purchased and attached to the
corresponding ends of chain. Spacings were measured and 3ft long spring chains
fixed with the newly made shackles.
Tide tables were consulted and considered to be most favourable one Friday and Saturday
middle of April, and a work party was arranged. Requests were made through channels to
requisition stores.
As Friday p.m. arrived, so did a shiny yellow van. Emerging from it the empty 40 gal. oil
drums, a large quantity of 4 gal. water containers and a various selection of rope. The tide
now being out the drums were rolled along the shore and water containers tied in position to
the first chain to be moved. Ropes and marker floats were fixed to spring chains for
moorings and the chain end for towing. Being as prepared as possible everyone went home,
saying a little prayer for fine weather and no wind on Saturday.
Someone must have heard for it was fine, although not as calm as we would have liked.
A large number of members and dinghies were at the ready, the boat was started and driven
to the pier. The first chain was attached and club members joined the crew. It was a
circuitous procession that made its way across the ditch and the mud.
The boat towing 55 ft. of chain, 2 spring chains, 1 pulley wheel for anchor, 3 - 40 gal. oil drums
and 18 water containers was not always heading in the direction desired. Anyway eventual
arrival at the required Northern end of the project trot, members with sharp knives or junior
saws working from the dinghies, cut the ropes, dropping the weight and chain on to the sea
bed, while others chased around to retrieve the oil drums and tension on the chain to try and
keep it straight and tight.
The first three lengths were not too successful in that respect, but with warmer weather in
May a different method was used. Towing the 55 ft. snake was the same but on arrival at the
site I jumped over the side and held the bow of the boat straight while others applied power
for tension. This proved to be easier.
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Two-thirds of the trot line was committed to the deep and linked together. All appeared to
be going well, however the tide was falling, and on returning to mooring struck something
solid. Vibration set in, upon inspection of the lower unit found the prop blades bent and the
prop shaft split. Disaster! Flotation drums and containers stored for an unknown time?
Different tools and equipment were collected from home for the amputation. Engine raised,
wires disconnected, bolts undone and lower unit leg dropped into the catch pit of the dinghy
and then manhandled to the shore. Erwin Hinz contacted and new shaft obtained. A large
dust sheet was carefully spread and pegged on the sand by the wall at side of road, and the
said errant gear box and shaft dismantled. Wires, coils, forward and reverse Bendix springs,
needle bearings and oil all spread out. It was a very surprised and unbelieving amazed look
on the very capable engineer member’s face that viewed the scene. However with only a few
parts over and the stitching up back to the power head it all worked in the right direction.
That little diversion absorbed two weeks and so late May saw the remainder of the chain all
linked together and 21 moorings spaced on the 550 ft. It was found however that after three
lively yachts placed at the end were more than a match for the pulley wheel weight, and so
1" pipe stakes were driven through the centre to remedy same.
Grateful thanks and appreciation was recorded at the next Committee Meeting and an
ex gratia payment of £35 was made.
Good old days - Ha!
Happy Boating ex-NHLA and NHYC members.
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MOORINGS FOR NOTHING? Buoys going free
We managed to get most of the moorings
serviced in pretty good time, with just a trot or
two still to be done.
New clean white buoys indicate which moorings
are done.
But then the wind started and did not stop, so
we could not finish and Covid-19 stopped play
altogether.
What a shame, we thought we had it sussed for
this year.

The barge being driven by yours
truly prior to the lockdown.

We had three very low water days when a
worthy gang each day walked the moorings with

a clip board. They examined most moorings, to save
barge time pulling up moorings for service which are
still fine. This also helped us to work out how much
fabricating of new chain sections were needed.
Thanks to all the helpers.
Little did we know what was to come.

Mike Hudson giving a groundchain
shackle some stick to undo. He is
probably the one who did it up in
the first place.

Richard Medley and Mike fitting a
new swivel. Nice and calm harbour,
ideal for moorings work.
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Poole Harbour April 1st 2020, usually the beginning of the launch rush.

See you all whenever, Dave Segal

Derek Burdell
On the 2nd May 2020 Derek lost his long battle against the
affects of Parkinson's Disease and later other issues. The Club
lost a long standing member and I lost a very dear friend and
fellow Shrimper sailor.
I joined Derek to race Shrimper “Gem” about 18 years ago. He
needed a crew and I wasn’t using my Shrimper “Blaze”. He had
been Commodore of Mudeford Sailing Club for two periods
and had successfully raced Lasers in Christchurch harbour. I
had sailed Lasers in the 1970s and we both wanted to
campaign a Shrimper and be competitive.
We competed in Poole Weeks and Parkstone’s Monday night
series although some evenings started mid-afternoon and
finished in the dark because of the mooring situation. Poole
Shrimper events such as Peveril Ledge races and Poole
Harbour Round the Islands races which on one occasion resulted in Gem going aground at
the back of Round Island. We were not in any trouble, just waiting for the next high tide
when a well-intentioned phone call to the RNLI resulted in them sending a rib which couldn’t
get near, too shallow. We did however appear in the Echo as a rescue !
We competed in Falmouth week twice. The first year finishing mid-table. The second year
Derek said we have got to get our act together against the local Cornish boats. 22 boats
competed in six races. The first race we DNF as one of the course buoys went walkabout
amongst the moorings. The second race we were 5th. Two days were abandoned due to
high winds. The last two days, two races a day we were first in all four. First overall for the
week, not bad for two old Poole duffers against the Cornish hotshots in their local harbour.
I greatly miss our times together sailing and later Ann and I enjoyed socialising with Angie &
Derek at the Club.
Derek was a genuine, kind-hearted
man and talented sailor, and I was
honoured that he called me a friend.
Paul Harris
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Art Group
As our Art Group has been unable to meet, we have been having (mostly) weekly Art
Challenges on Facebook, sharing pictures on our weekly themes. Here are some of our
pictures …
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Herding Cats
In the absence of any feline sailing adventures to recount at present, I thought you might be
interested in a little adventure I undertook some years ago …
Having signed up through a crewing agency, this is an exert from my introduction to the Lady
Rose of Gateshead, which along with the Captain and five other crew, I would work on prior
to setting sail from Poole on the first leg of a proposed circumnavigation.
The reassuring crunch of gravel preceded the small cloud of dust kicked up by my faded
yellow Mark I Opel Manta to announce my arrival. I glimpsed beyond the hotel and
restaurant to which one day I would return to be married, Salterns Marina itself. It had once
echoed to the rhythmic drumming of plimsoll on pontoon, as my brother and I raced beneath
Pimms-sipping, nautically-striped disapproval. Where fruitless hours had been spent stalking
the ghostly, grey mullet that feed on the weed of sedentary craft, so numerous in number
that we were deluded in to thinking it a simple matter to scoop them out.
Stepping out I drew in the salty breeze that cooled the sunlit boat-yard and caressed the orchestral string section of loose halyards. And there it was. Sat up in its cradle it stood some
fifteen feet from ground to deck level. Rising defiantly above the cabin superstructure, my
gaze ascended the impressive fifty plus foot aluminium main mast that glinted against the
cobalt sky, the top of which loomed some seventy feet above me, suggesting a perpetual motion against the drifting cumulus, a never-ending voyage across a celestial sea …
It was ketch-rigged, with a low cabin profile, and sleek hull, beneath which a solid full keel ran
its length. At forty-seven feet in length, the last four comprising of the bow-sprit, which jutted
out towards the marina and freedom beyond, it easily dwarfed the dozen or so assorted
neighbouring vessels which crowded around it in varying states of repair. A sun bleached toe
rail and peeling paintwork suggested better days, but structurally at least it appeared sound.
This was something of a surprise, and a relief. A paint brush I could handle.
A stroll around to the starboard side revealed a paint splattered and rickety wooden
stepladder as the means for boarding. Ascending with some trepidation, I stepped into the
open cockpit for the first time, and in that moment, any fleeting optimism for the task ahead
foundered. The convenient corner formed where the port side bench seat met the rising
super-structure of the main cabin had been filled with several cans of paint, stacked, one on
top of another. On the opposite side, past the helmsman’s seat that had clearly escaped the
scrap-yard fate of its previous four-wheeled owner were strewn the discarded washboards.
A combination of sun and salt had peeled away flakes of varnish to bleach and warp exposed
sections of marine-ply.
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An assortment of tools littered the remainder of the starboard side seating, whilst a collection
of rope off-cuts (samples of which perhaps even predating the fake leather swivel-mounted
Leyland accessory), lay in half-hearted coils to fill much of the cockpit floor space. The tinted
Perspex main hatch had been pushed back into the coach roof recess to reveal the gaping
companionway, and dark shadows of the main cabin beneath.
Carefully picking my way across the rope stepping stones (as if following some secret
pathway, avoiding the hidden traps between) I stepped down through the companionway.
Four wooden steps led down into the gloomy main cabin. Small salt encrusted portholes
peering out just above deck level allowed sparkling dust beams to penetrate the interior and
it took some seconds for my eyes to adjust from the glaring intensity outside, but as the
suffocating, musty aroma that assaulted my nostrils practically wrenched my breath away,
adjust they did.
“Smells like something died …”.
I squeezed past the large, wooden table that folded out filled the centre of the main cabin,
edging cautiously forward past the single bunks (pilot berths) fitted snugly into pockets
stretched along the concave inner curve of the hull above the bench seating/bunks on either
side.
On the port side, just before the wooden slatted door beyond which the forward bunks were
accessed, was the toilet or head, and in the finest seafaring tradition it was both cramped
and unelaborate. Though an en suite jacuzzi there was not, directly opposite we would be
afforded the luxury of a small shower unit – and though currently masquerading as a further
storage facility, it was no less impressive …
Entering the forward quarters, I was relieved to see the tinted, deck-mounted hatch was
raised slightly ajar, allowing fresh air to permeate the space crammed with faded sail bags.
Turning aft, aside from the hatch at the rear of the cockpit ,the “Captain’s Cabin” could be
reached via a narrow passageway along the port side quarter that passed the galley area on
one side, and the diesel engine that sat directly beneath the cockpit, on the other. Another
open slatted doorway revealed a large double berth, small wooden table, and a great deal of
clothing strewn throughout.
On the starboard side of the main companionway, opposite the galley, the main instrument
panel nestled above the chart table, upon which was currently adorned a pencil-marked
chart of Poole harbour. The nerve centre included a VHF, SatNav and radar screen.
I stepped back out into the light …

To be continued
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Final word …
Thank you! A BIG thank you yet again to everyone who has sent stories and
photos for this month’s newsletter.
Our members make our newsletter … if you would like to contribute to the club
newsletter, please email your news, stories, memories or photos to me,
Anna Harris: newsletter@nhyc.org.uk
Thank you!
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